
Consonants:
air passage is 

constrained/blocked

Vowels: air passage is free
a(ä)  o(ö)  u(ü)

e   i y
ei ie

au   äu eu

b c d f g h j k l m n 
p q r s ß t v w x z



long vowels before:
single consonants, silent h, ß

long vowels = double vowels

grün
zehn
groß

Meer
Haar

Long Vowels



short vowels before:
more than 1 consonant

Wind
Mutter

nass

Short Vowels



Syllable: unit of pronunciation with 1 (or more) vowel 
sound constituting a part of a word with or without 

consonants around it

kleine Mäuse

Was ist das?  Die Maus?
1 syllable in each word

2 syllables in each word



Vowels: 'a' as in the English 'bar' and 
'u' as in the English 'boo'

Hey, dude, 'a' and 'u'
combined DO NOT spell 

one sound as in the 
English word 'August' but 
2 sounds: [ah•ooh] as in 

the English 'out'.

'Auto' means 'car' in 
German and is 
pronounced:

[ah•ooh•toh]*

*'au' = diphthong: a combination of  two different vowel sounds in one syllable



Vowels: 'i'  'e' 

'e' at the end of a word, 
isn't silent (as in the 
English 'tube') but 

pronounced as in  the 
English 'dent'.  

Elsewhere in a word, 'e' 
is also like in 'dent' (see 

'meinen' above). 

'i' (unless it's next to 'e') is like 
the sound in the English 'bill' 



Vowels: 'ie' & 'ei'* 'ie' is like the sound [ee] in the 
English 'sleep':  'liebe' ≈ [lee•beh]

'ei' is like the 
sound in the 
English 'eye'. 

*'ei' = diphthong: a combination of  two different vowel sounds in one syllable



Vowels: 'ä' & the vocalic 'r'

'ä' ≈ the sound [e] in the 
English 'bed'.

'r' in final position
(or before a final 

consonant) 
after a vowel

sounds like a faint [ah]. 
'Bäcker' sounds like 

[be•kah].

[Peh•tah]



The letter 'r' is pronounced* at the start of a word, 
at the start of a syllable or after a consonant.

*Pronounced like the French 'r'.

unpronounced:
sounds like [ah]

pronounced
pronounced



Vowel: 'ü'
To say 'ü', start with 'u' (as 

in the English 'boo') and 
narrow your mouth to a 

smaller opening.  Similar to 
'j'ai lu' in French.



Unless 'y' is at the beginning or end of 
a word, it spells the same sound as 
'ü'. Similar to 'j'ai lu' in French.

Mein Handy ist Kaputt!

'Y' at the end of a word sounds 
like [ea] in 'please'.

Vowel: 'y'



ökologisch

Vowels: 'ö' vs. 'o'

start saying [o] as in the English  

'long' and narrow your mouth* 

*like [eu] in the French 'je peux'

like [o] in the English 'long'.



Vowels (diphthong): 'äu'

With an Umlaut [¨] over 'a'
followed by 'u' we get the 

sound as in the English 
word 'boy'.   Compare the 

German: Maus [ma•oos] &
Mäuse [moy•seh] 



'eu' sounds the same as 'äu', 
i.e., as in the English 'boy' 

Vowels (diphthong): 'eu'



Consonants: 'ß'  'ss' - both version of the double 'ss' sound
as in the English 'hiss'

Wir beißen ein bisschen!

Write 'ß' after a long vowel 
or diphthong

Otherwise write 'ss'



Consonant: 'ch'

Ich bin acht Jahre alt J

After 'a', 'o', 'u', 'au':  start 
saying the English [h] in 'have' 
and then constrict air flow by 
raising the back of the tongue 

to produce a gentle gargle.

After all other vowels and 
consonants, 'ch' is  like the 

sound [h] in the English 
'huge' or 'humor'



Consonant-vowel combination: 'ig'

Ich bin dreißig Jahre alt.*

Same sound (see 'ich' on previous slide)

*If  -ig is followed by 
a vowel, it's like the sound in
the English 'big': windiges Wetter



Consonants: 'v' 'w'

Like the 
sound [v] in 
the English

'vibrate' 

Like the sound [f] in the English 
'four'



Consonants: 'z' vs. 's'

Wir sind zwei Zebras.
'z': like the sound [zz] in the English 'pizza'

's' before a vowel: like the sound 
[zz] in the English 'buzz'



Consonant: 's' 's' before 'p' or 't' at the 
beginning of a word: like the 
sound [sh] the English 'ship'

*

*If  the rule above and on the
previous slide doesn't apply, 's'
is like the 'sound [s] in the English
'sink'.



Consonant: 'j'*

Same sound as [y] in the English 'yes'

*sometimes referred to as a semivowel


